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Figs. I and 8 show the amplitude and phase responses of third-order TRXY filters varying from the elliptic filter to the Bessel rational filter of (7) with m =2, n =3, (Y = p=O, and y=OS. The phase response improves as k varies from 0 to 1. These results are similar to those of Figs. 1 and 2. The Bessel rational filter was not frequency scaled in this case.
Transitional TRXY filters are important because they provide the filter designer a compromise between the desirable properties of the X filter and those of the Y filter. Absrrrrct-A fast and simple iterative' method is proposed for the determination of a single real root of a real continuous function. The idea is based upon linearizing the original function whereafter the regrrla f&i is applied to tbis modified function which leads to a very simple algorithm.
The rate of convergence is shown to be quadratic or better.
I. METHOD
Let the function be represented by F(x). We create a new function H(x) = 4x)-e -in such a way that for three equidis- The factor sign ( Fo) is deduced from the conditions W > 0 and emd > 0. The next step is the application of the regulu falsi to the points (x,, H,) and (x2, H2), which leads to the expression
Hz-H, =x'-H2/H,-1
where xg is the first approximation of the root of F(x) and H2/ H, = F2.ed/F,. Equation (4) can be written in the form To avoid the factor sign (F,) we divide numerator and denominator by F. and obtain the final expression for the algorithm:
x,=x,+d.
WFo $W~O~~-WFO .
When Fo.F2 < 0, x3 will be on the interval [x0,x2] so convergence is guaranteed. After computation of the first iterate x3 we build up a new interval consisting of xj and one of the other remaining x values in such a way that F3.Fn <0 (n =0,1,2) in order to be sure that the next iterate will remain on the starting interval. The procedure is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The described method can even be used when F,= F, or F, = F2 as can accidentally happen.
Suppose F(x)= x3-x -5 and we choose [ -1,3] as the starting interval. As F3 > 0 we decide to take [x1,x3] as the next interval of computation (Fig. 2) .
The procedure can be terminated when a given accuracy is obtained.
II. RATE OF CONVERGENCE
Let e,, = x, -r be the actual error between x, and the root r. By means of a Taylor expansion in the vicinity of r we get F,-e,,f+ezg+e,fh with f=F'(r), g=tF"(r), and h=iF"'(r) -d= e, -e, = e, -e, so the error at the first iterate is Although different aspects of circuit sensitivity have been extensively treated in the literature, much attention has not been paid in the existing literature to the problem of sensitivity minimization by an appropriate choice of the magnitude characteristic.
1
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III. EXAMPLES
In order to concentrate on the shape of the magnitude characteristic we shall consider the well-known expression for the summed sensitivity of the magnitude response of an RC active network with tracking components [l] . Equation (1) relates the variation of the logarithmic gain Au to the slope of the magnitude response and the relative tolerances of the passive elements AR/R and AC/C:
